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of self-service analytics initiatives 
lack adequate data governance.
(2016 estimate)

90%

Overview

2020Now

Managers should identify people with high analytical potential and provide them with training and developmental assignments, regardless of the limits of their 

current role. The ability to develop modelling skills, which self-service advanced analytics facilitates, encourages and empowers people to develop imaginative 

and innovative approaches to traditional business issues. Once the experience level of this user group grows, predictive models can be embedded into business 

processes and workflows that have relied on more primitive forecasting techniques. This report assesses the extent to which self-service advanced analytics 

solutions can be used to enrich the output of business managers, focusing specifically on their use in analytical discovery and modelling.

For more information please visit:
research.greyspark.com
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------#
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//Main Styles
function nectar_main_styles() { 
 // Register 
 wp_register_style('rgs', get_template_directory_uri() . '/css/rgs.css', '', '6.0.1');
 wp_register_style('orbit', get_template_directory_uri() . '/css/orbit.css');
 wp_register_style('twentytwenty', get_template_directory_uri() . '/css/twentytwenty.css');
 wp_register_style('woocommerce', get_template_directory_uri() . '/css/woocommerce.css');
 wp_register_style('font-awesome', get_template_directory_uri() . '/css/font-awesome.min.css');
 wp_register_style("main-styles", get_stylesheet_directory_uri() . "/style.css", '', '7.0.7');
 wp_register_style("pretty_photo", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/prettyPhoto.css", '', '7.0.1');
 wp_register_style("magnific", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/magnific.css", '', '6.2');
 wp_register_style("responsive", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/responsive.css", '', '7.0.7');
 wp_register_style("select2", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/select2.css", '', '6.2');
 wp_register_style("non-responsive", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/non-responsive.css");
 wp_register_style("skin-ascend", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/ascend.css", '', '7.0.1');
 wp_register_style("box-roll", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/box-roll.css");
 wp_register_style("nectar-ie8", get_template_directory_uri() . "/css/ie8.css");
 
 global $options;

 $lightbox_script = (!empty($options['lightbox_script'])) ? $options['lightbox_script'] : 'pretty_photo';
  // Enqueue
 wp_enqueue_style('rgs'); 
 wp_enqueue_style('font-awesome'); 
 wp_enqueue_style('main-styles');
 if($lightbox_script == 'pretty_photo') wp_enqueue_style('pretty_photo');
 else if ($lightbox_script == 'magnific') wp_enqueue_style('magnific');
 wp_enqueue_style('nectar-ie8'); 
   
  //responsive
 
  if( !empty($options['responsive']) && $options['responsive'] == 1 ) { 

Many business managers with a statistical background across the financial services sector, but whose job does not primarily include advanced data 
analysis or modelling, have already started to see their roles change such that they must take a more exploratory approach to data. This evolution will both 

drive the development of self-service advanced analytics and be facilitated by it. With the advent of self-service advanced analytics, business managers and 

analysts who wield swathes of business acumen can use data to independently drive their area of the business.

DEMOCRATISING DATA
SELF-SERVICE ADVANCED ANALYTICS IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY


